Alignment of Thermally Conducting Nanotubes Making High-Performance Light-Driving Motors
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ABSTRACT: Light-actuating devices that can produce selective motions at small scales are highly desired for on-demand manipulation. For conventional photothermal motors that mostly encounter the homogenous light-induced heat diffusion at the liquid/air interface, it is challenging to effectively control the actuating direction and enhance the actuating speed. To this end, here, we explore aligned thermally conducting one-dimensional nanomaterials to make light-driving motors where the light-induced heat can be transmitted to the water surface along the length direction of the aligned one-dimensional nanomaterials to generate a localized surface tension gradient for high spatial resolution propulsion. When multiwalled carbon nanotubes were studied as a demonstration, the aligned active layer generated sufficient propulsion to drive a centimeter-sized motor that was 10000 times higher in mass of the actuating layer on water. In addition, the actuating direction had been accurately controlled by varying the illuminated region of the active aligned nanotube layer. The resulting light-driving motors can move as fast as 4.19 cm/s (or 5.2 body length per second), which exceeded the previous motors based on the light activation.
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INTRODUCTION

The design and fabrication of actuating devices that can perform selective motions and tasks at small scales have attracted increasing interests at a variety of fields like robotics, microelectronics, environmental science, and biomedical engineering because of their promising advantages such as light weight, accurate control, and rapid response.1–10 Among various driving strategies, the use of light to activate and control the small actuating devices had been intensively investigated because light is a clean, sustainable energy source, and it can be remotely and safely operated with high efficiency and low cost.11–17 On the one hand, photoresponsive materials had been synthesized to directly convert light energy to mechanical energy, but they were limited to a low portion of functional organic materials,18–20 and the repeatability was relatively poor particularly after a long irradiation because of the low stability of the organic systems. On the other hand, the small actuating devices can be driven through the use of a variety of inorganic materials based on a photothermal effect,21–25 that is, the light was firstly converted to thermal energy and then to mechanical energy to offer the driving force. As a creative attempt, a photothermal layer was designed to convert light into heat at a liquid/solid interface, and the formed asymmetric thermal surface tension gradient was produced to push the resulting actuator to move on the liquid.21 During the photothermal conversion process, the heat diffused throughout light absorbers into the whole neighboring liquid surface almost homogenously. Consequently, the photothermal utilization is low, and it remains challenging to accurately control the actuating direction and further enhance the actuating speed, which are required for various application fields such as microrobots.

In this work, we report a general and efficient strategy to make light-driving motors with accurately controlled actuating
directions and much improved moving speeds through the alignment of thermally conducting one-dimensional nanomaterials. Multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) had been here investigated as a demonstration for the high performance of this designing strategy. Our light-driving strategy demonstrates intriguing advantages including: (i) it combines efficient light collection and utilization in one material, delivering enhanced mobility up to 4.19 cm/s (or 5.2 body length per second); (ii) the rationally designed aligned nanostructure can regulate and control the navigating trail with high spatial resolution; and (iii) it introduces no chemical intermediate to the actuating system and thus concurrently enables high stability and repeatability.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

To fabricate a light-driving motor, the aligned MWCNT film that had been dry-drawn from a spinnable MWCNT array was attached onto a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate.
Figure 3. (a) Absorption spectra of the aligned MWCNT (light-activated layer of the motor) and the PDMS (motor substrate). (b) Dependence of the surface temperature on the irradiation time for the aligned MWCNT and the PDMS substrate measured in air and in water, respectively. (c) Locomotion plots from motors based on MWCNT networks with different aligned directions. (d) Relationships between the heating difference and obtained average velocity of light-driving motors incorporated with six different representative materials as light absorbers. Red bars, surface temperature variations induced by a constant illumination at the motors based on PDMS, copper, carbon paper, randomly dispersed MWCNT (R-MWCNT), MWCNT array, and vertically aligned MWCNT film (VA-MWCNT). Blue bars, average velocities of the above motors.

The MWCNTs were vertically aligned on the water surface (Figure 1b), and the aligned structures were well maintained after immersion in water for 24 h (Figure S1). If not otherwise specified, a thickness of \(\sim 800\) nm was generally utilized in this work. The MWCNT film was hydrophobic with a static contact angle of \(127^\circ\) (Figure S1, inserted). This feature benefited the effective motion because the hydrophobicity lowered the water resistance for motors to move on the water surface.

When subjected to the concentrated light, the absorption and the photothermal conversion occurred in MWCNTs, and the temperature of MWCNT film dramatically increased, followed by a rapid thermal transmission to the surrounding liquid surface along the vertically aligned MWCNTs. The heated liquid surface at the rear of the motor delivered a relatively higher surface tension than that of the surrounding, unheated liquid surface. Because a liquid with relatively high surface tension pulls more strongly on the surrounding liquid than one with a low surface tension, the thermal surface tension gradient will naturally cause the liquid to flow away from regions of low surface tension, pushing the motor forward (Figure 1c and Movie S1).\(^{1,25,28}\) Once the motor passed this location, the heated surface restored to its original state by the ambient air, and no intermediate was introduced to the whole motor system (Figure S2). In our work, an aligned MWCNT film with an area of \(\sim 8\) mm\(^2\) can generate sufficient propulsion to drive a centimeter-sized motor up to \(\sim 10\) 000 times higher in mass (a cuboid with volume of \(\sim 2.3\) cm\(^3\)) of the actuating layer on water (Figure S3). To investigate the photothermal propulsion, the light-activated movement was recorded by an infrared camera using frame-by-frame analysis (Figure 1d and Movie S2). The thermal wave, representing the high-temperature profile along the moving direction, continuously extended with the increasing irradiation time. The highest temperature appeared at the rear part of the motor after illuminating at a certain position. Such thermal waves were similar to photothermal induced hot vapor jet flow in the recent report,\(^{23}\) which were ejected backward from the center hot zone on the motor rear and pushed the motor forward for enhanced mobility. As a comparison, the light irradiation on a bare PDMS cuboid turned out to be no response (Figure S4).

To accurately manipulate the light-activated motions on water, it is essential to convert light into gradient propulsion in a highly localized manner and directionally push the motor. However, in previously reported light-driving systems based on photothermal mechanisms, when the motors were exposed to light, the light-induced heat diffused throughout homogenous light absorbers, and then the thermal surface tension gradient spread to the whole neighboring liquid surface, mostly resulting in ill-controlled motions.\(^{13}\) In this work, undesired thermal diffusion was effectively restricted because the thermal conductivity along the vertically aligned direction far surpassed that of the other direction.\(^{29}\) Herein, highly localized propulsion was produced from selective light-irradiated positions, thus leading to a manipulation with better spatial resolution. For illustration, the heat transmission properties of two kinds of motors based on vertically aligned and homogenous photothermal materials (taking MWCNT networks as models) were studied through a finite element analysis simulation (Figure 2a,b and Movie S3). After irradiation by the same light beam at the leftmost sides (marked with red arrows in Figure 2a,b) for 1 s, the vertically aligned light absorber transferred heat to the surrounding liquid surface mainly along the vertically aligned direction and produced a narrower hot zone (marked with a yellow box in Figure 2a) right down the irradiated position, which can be interpreted as a precise conversion from input light signal to output propulsion. Thus, in comparison with homogenous light absorbers (Figure 2b), the vertically aligned photothermal
materials can produce highly localized propulsions for controllable motions.

The light beam was applied on the central, left, and right regions of the vertically aligned MWCNT film on the motor for a direct observation (Movie S4), and infrared images were recorded for the MWCNT film above the water and the water surface from the top view. The light-induced hot zones were ejected from the irradiated sites, generating propulsions ahead, toward right front, and toward left front (Figures 2c and S5). The corresponding motion curves were traced by a high-speed camera and further re-constructed through a frame-by-frame analysis (Figure 2d). For a curvilinear motion, a turning radius of 16 mm was achieved (Figure 2d2), verifying the controllability of a high spatial resolution. Here, the freestanding vertically aligned MWCNTs were prepared with a height over the PDMS cuboid, and the light-activated response can be thus produced under illumination on the back side of the film (Figure 2c4), producing a backward linear trail (Figure 2d4). The temperature change of the motor rear (aligned MWCNT) increased from 32.7 to 92.6 °C with increasing applied light intensity from 2 to 20 W/cm² (Figure S6). In addition, the speed of the motor could be controlled from 3.04 to 40.16 mm/s by tuning light intensity (Figure 2e), allowing the fabrication of more sophisticated light-manipulated systems. As a noninvasive, light-manipulated strategy, this motor system demonstrated desirable repeatability. For instance, the motor could be steered to produce reverse directional motions, that is, moving forward and then backward over a distance of ~60 mm in each trip, for 100 cycles (Figure 2f) without obvious velocity decay (Figure 2g).

Under the premise that motions could be controlled, high photothermal performance of the MWCNT light absorber and the vertical alignment of thermally conducting nanotubes also contributed to an improved mobility for light-driving motors. As the light absorber in this work, the aligned MWCNT film exhibited a high absorption capacity (>93%) of wavelengths from 400 to 800 nm (Figure 3a). By contrast, the PDMS substrate was almost transparent at this wavelength range, which benefited a focused absorption on the light-activated MWCNT layer for improved light utilization. To evaluate the photothermal property, the time-independent temperature variations of the aligned MWCNT and the PDMS substrate were monitored both in air and in water. After irradiation for 180 s (500 mW/cm²) in air, the temperature of the aligned MWCNT surged from 29.5 to 66.12 °C (Figure 3b), which far exceeded that of the PDMS. The temperature increases in water shared the same trend and was slightly lower than that in air. Therefore, high efficient photothermal conversion of aligned MWCNT could lead to a huge temperature difference along the anterior–posterior axis (between PDMS substrate and MWCNT layer). This was key to enhance the mobility because the increasing temperature difference would produce amplified surface tension gradient, thus providing a strengthened propulsion according to the Harkins formula

\[ \gamma = b_0 + b_1T + b_2T^2 \]

where \( \gamma \) is the local surface tension, \( T \) is temperature (°C), \( b_0 \) (75.796 mN/m), and both \( b_1 \) [−0.145 mN/(m·°C)] and \( b_2 \) [−0.00024 mN/(m·°C²)] are constants.

We further studied the influence of MWCNT-aligned directions on the obtained velocity of corresponding light-driving motors (Figure 3c). As expected, the motor based on vertically aligned MWCNTs to water surface showed higher moving speed (>30 mm/s) over those of motors based on horizontally aligned and randomly dispersed MWCNTs. This could be explained by the fact that the vertical alignment of the thermally conducting MWCNTs favored a more direct thermal transmission to the water surface because the light-induced thermal transmission occurred mainly along the MWCNT alignment. Meanwhile, the aligned nanostructure regulating thermal transmission also contributed to a quick response to establish the light-induced temperature gradient for propulsion. For instance, irradiated by the same light source (100 mW/cm²), a temperature variation of ~20 °C was achieved...
within 20 s along the aligned direction of the MWCNT film, whereas it needed more than 40 s to establish the temperature gradient along the other directions (details in Note S3, Figures S7, and S8). In practical motor propulsion (driven by a laser of 20 W/cm²), the light-driving motor exhibited a quick response within 0.2 s and established the temperature gradient in ~2 s, then achieving a maximal speed of 4.19 cm/s (Movie S2). To further evaluate the improved mobility from our design of both desirable light absorption and thermal transmission, we fabricated and tested a series of motors based on six representative materials, that is, bare PDMS (motor substrate), copper (high thermal conductivity while poor light absorption), commercial carbon paper (high light absorption while poor thermal conductivity), randomly dispersed MWCNT, and MWCNT array (Figure S9). First, the vertically aligned MWCNT outperformed the other materials in the capacity of photothermal conversion for propulsion, which enacted as the most drastic light-induced temperature difference by 49.7 °C under a constant illumination for 10 s (light intensity, 10 W/cm², Figure 3d). Second, the floating motor made from the vertically aligned MWCNT film also demonstrated a higher moving speed over that of the other contrast material.

The dependence of the motor performance on several key parameters had been systematically investigated by a number of control experiments. First, when a motor was driven on a water surface (light intensity of 20 W/cm²) with increasing MWCNT thicknesses from 200 to 800 nm, the average moving speed increased from 0 to 40.16 mm/s (Figure 4a). No obvious enhancement of moving speed was observed when further increasing the thickness to 1 μm (~50 layers of stacked aligned MWCNT sheets). Second, motors driven by a light source (~5 W/cm²) of various wavelengths, that is, 460 nm (blue), 532 nm (green), 650 nm (red), and 780 nm (near infrared ray, NIR) delivered effective motions with average velocities of 10.41, 10.29, 10.32, and 10.65 mm/s, respectively (Figure 4b). Although the NIR laser induced a relatively higher moving speed, its invisibility made inconvenience for real-time control. It should be noted that by using a light absorber with wavelength-selective absorption properties, a more sophisticated and programmable light-triggered actuating system may be achieved. Third, the light-driven motion was quenched with the addition of surfactant (sodium dodecyl sulfate, SDS) on the water surface (Figure 4c) because it cuts surface tension effects. Finally, the light-induced propulsion was also effective under various aqueous environmental conditions that tend to deactivate most chemical fuel-driving motors, such as extreme pH values (i.e., pH = 1 and pH = 14), strong oxidizability, and low temperature of 0 °C (Figure 4d). Apart from the aqueous solution, the light-driving motor could also move in a spectrum of organic solvents (Figure S10) including isopropyl alcohol and dimethyl formamide, suggesting its environmental adaptability with desirable controllability.

These novel light-driving motors showed promising applications in a spectrum of fields. A light-manipulated transport ship was here assembled to demonstrate the capability of on-demand motions by swimming through an obstacle course (Figure 5a). The prototype was fabricated by incorporating two pieces of vertically aligned MWCNT films into the opposite sides of a PDMS cuboid containing a cavity for cargo loading (Figure S11). An iron foil (~0.5 g) was placed on the boat as a cargo, and the boat was steered to the targeted spot along a curved trail by alternating linear motion and turning maneuvers at an average speed of 9.7 mm/s (Movie S5). After unloading the iron cargo by a magnetic holder, the boat was called back along a curvilinear trajectory, winding over the obstacle in a swift manner again. The same boat was also manipulated to navigate around in a mini-circle (diameter of ~8.2 mm), suggesting its high spatial solution for more complicated motions.

Benefiting from the high motion controllability and device simplicity, the light-driving motors could be further used as building blocks to assemble into complicated and tunable...
systems to better meet the application requirements (e.g., macroscopic supramolecular assembly, surface chemistry, and oil collection) under the guidance of light (Figure S12 and Movie S6), demonstrating the potential for collaborative behavior among individual microrobots in the future. Moreover, it was also efficient to assemble them into actuating systems for rotatory movements. For instance, four vertically aligned MWCNT films were placed on the clockwise face of each fin of a rotor (Figure 3b), and the rotations (Movie S7) could be controlled to produce tunable output angular speeds from 0.32 to 5.3 rad/s by shifting the input irradiated sites (from 1 to 5) on the rotor (Figure 3c).

**CONCLUSION**

In summary, different from the conventional light-driving motors that are generally fabricated from homogenous light absorbers, here, we have developed a new series of light-driving motors with high performances by aligning thermally conducting one-dimensional nanomaterials as the active layer. The resulting light-driving motors displayed both high direction controllability and moving speed. This work represents a general and promising strategy in the development of stimuli-responding motors with high properties.

**EXPERIMENTAL SECTION**

**Light-Driver Motor Production.** The aligned MWCNT film was paved onto a transparent quartz slice (8 × 6 mm², thickness of 0.05 mm), and then the composite film was adhered to the rear of a PDMS cuboid (8 × 8 × 4 mm³). The substrate cuboid was prepared by curing PDMS (Ecolex 30, Smooth-On, USA) at a temperature of 80 °C for 3 h. The density of the as-prepared PDMS cuboid was 1.16 g/cm³. The transparent PDMS and ultrathin quartz slice contributed to a more focused absorption of light on the aligned MWCNT film.

**Speed-Tunable Rotor Production.** Polyvinyl chloride foam plate (thickness of 4 mm, density of 0.38 g/cm³) was cut into a cross shape. The length and width of each fin were 2.5 and 0.4 cm, respectively. Four pieces of aligned MWCNT films (4 × 15 mm²) were placed on the clockwise face of each fin to form the light-driving rotor (Figure 3b). The MWCNT-covered area was further divided into five uniform parts (Figure 3c). Applying light beam on the above five parts generated angular speeds of the rotor from 0.32 to 5.3 rad/s.

**Motor Testing.** Light-induced heating and liquid/air interfacial motion were tested and quantified by applying laser irradiation at the rear (aligned MWCNT film) of the motor. The heat transmission of the liquid surface was recorded by an infrared camera, and the average temperature variation on the liquid was extracted for quantification and calculation. The moving trail was shot by a digital camera. By measuring the length of the normal graph paper under motors, the passing distance and the velocity were extracted through video image analysis.

**Simulation of the Thermal Transmission.** The simulation mainly focused on the thermal transmission on the light-activated layer and the resulted temperature variation on water surface. The model was built with finite element software Abaqus. In the model, light beam (diameter of 1 mm, 15 W/cm²) was applied at the vertically aligned MWCNT film. The light-induced heat transmitted to the neighboring water surface. The areas of two MWCNT-based films were 8 × 4 mm², and the thickness of heated water layer was 0.5 mm. The ambient temperature was 25 °C. ρMWCNT = 454.57 kg/m³. ρH₂O = 1000 kg/m³. The thermal conductivities of vertically aligned MWCNTs (along the aligned direction), isotropic MWCNT array, and water surface were 3000, 200, and 0.6 W/mK, respectively. The specific heat capacities of MWCNTs and water were 470 and 4200 J/(kg·K), respectively. The coefficients of heat conduction for air and water were 20 and 100, respectively. The same parameters were applied to homogenous MWCNT networks for simulation in Figure 2b.

**Light-Driver Locomotion for Assembling Motor Building Blocks.** Building blocks (PDMS cuboid with a cavity in the center) were fabricated according to the same process in Figure S11. The surfaces of PDMS films were hydrophobic. Two pieces of hydrophilic aligned MWCNT films were produced through the treatment with an oxygen microwave plasma under an oxygen gas flow rate of 300 sccm and a power of 300 W (Plasma System 690, PVA Tepla) from pristine aligned MWCNT films. The treatment time was varied from 5 to 40 min to tune the degree of hydrophilicity. The hydrophobic PDMS/hydrophilic MWCNT composite cuboids were manipulated under the guidance of light and assembled together because of the minimizing interfacial free energy.

**Characterization.** To activate the light-driving motor and achieve enhanced mobility, a highly localized, point source light of high intensity was needed. Herein, a blue laser generator with a wavelength of 460 nm, powering density of 20 W/cm², and typical laser beam of ~1 mm in diameter was used to produce and manipulate the liquid/air interfacial surface. The powering density of the laser was tuned from 2 to 20 W/cm² by optical filters in control experiments. For the convenience of thermal conduction observation and accurate record, area light sources of relatively low intensity (e.g., 500 and 100 mW/cm²) were employed in related control experiments (Figures 3a and S8). In this case, the visible light was generated by a solar simulator with AM1.5 solar light (Lansheng XQ350W, Shanghai, equipped with a 350 W Xe lamp and an AM1.5 filter-typical solar spectrum). The microstructures of aligned MWCNT films and MWCNT array were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi FE-SEM S-4800, Tokyo). All of the thermal properties and images were obtained from an infrared camera (PI 450, Optris). Average temperature variations of liquid surfaces during motion were measured throughout the work. Photographs were captured by a camera (A5000, Sony).
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